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Structure and magnetic order of EuB6
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We present a study of the structural and magnetic properties of single-crystalline EuB6. Temperature-
dependent x-ray diffraction found no significant anomalies at the onset of ferromagnetic order. The resistivity,
dc susceptibility, magnetization, and specific heat prove the crystal to be of extraordinarily high quality. Two
ferromagnetic transitions atTc1515.3 K andTc2512.5 K are observed in all investigated properties. The
ordered state displays an unexpected anisotropy, and we derive the magnetic phase diagrams for the three
principal cubic directions. We argue that the two magnetic phases are connected by spin reorientation, enabled
by a reduction of the crystalline symmetry from cubic. An additional anomaly in the specific heat is observed
at low temperatures, which we interpret as arising from the splitting of the Eu ground-state multiplet in internal
magnetic fields.@S0163-1829~98!00610-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hexaboride compoundsRB6 (R5rare earth or alkaline
metals! are one of the most intensively studied groups
intermetallic compounds. They crystallize in a simple cu
lattice ~space group 221,Pm3m; CaB6 type! and exhibit a
large variety of physical ground states~for a review see Ref.
1!. Simple band metals (LaB6) are found as well as conven
tional local moment magnets (GdB6) or dense Kondo sys
tems (CeB6). This richness of phenomena combined w
crystallographic simplicity makes the hexaborides id
model systems for studying the electronic and magn
properties of intermetallics.

The rare-earth hexaborides have been investigated in
tail, and many of them are well understood. Notable exc
tions are EuB6 and SmB6. While Sm6 is a valence-
fluctuating Kondo gap material,2 the previously establishe
view of divalent EuB6 is as a ferromagnetic
semiconductor.3–7 This identification was prompted by th
findings of tight-binding band structure calculations,8 which
predicted that all divalent hexaborides should be insulat
as two electrons completely fill the B-based valence ba
However, subsequent authors argued on the basis of a
tive temperature coefficient of the resistivity that EuB6 is a
semimetal rather than a semiconductor,9 a view in agreemen
with the most recent self-consistent band struct
calculations.10,11

The electronic and magnetic ground states of EuB6 are
related, but neither is firmly established. Initially, singl
crystalline specimens were reported to undergo a single
romagnetic transition atTc'13 K.5,9 Later it was revealed
that two magnetic transitions are present.12,13 The appear-
570163-1829/98/57~10!/5860~10!/$15.00
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ances of the transitions in transport and thermodyna
properties raise questions about their character and the
of the underlying magnetic interaction.9,12,14–16It was even
argued that the magnetic transitions are accompanied b
semimetal-metal transition, resembling that of collosal m
netoresistance compounds.13

Strong sample dependences complicate matters, maki
difficult to unambiguously identify the intrinsic magnetic an
transport properties of EuB6. Small amounts of impurities
drive the system into a semiconducting, antiferromagne
ground state.17,18Moreover, EuB6 can form in a wide homo-
geneity range@Eu0.9B6–EuB5.93 ~Refs. 19–21!#, introducing
a possible role for vacancies and strain. This subject w
addressed for divalent SrB6, where it was speculated that
minute degree of lattice distortion heavily affects its physi
properties.22

Here we reopen the unsolved case of EuB6. We present a
study of the structural and physical bulk properties of a hig
quality single-crystalline specimen. Our main interests
with the magnetic properties of EuB6, and in particular the
symbiotic relationships among the magnetic transitions, th
anisotropy, and the structural properties of EuB6.

In Sec. II we introduce our data on the low-temperatu
structural properties of EuB6, obtained in a high-resolution
x-ray-diffraction experiment. Our aim was to determine
the magnetic transitions in EuB6 are accompanied or trig
gered by structural anomalies. We do find a structu
anomaly, though within the resolution of our experiments
cannot unambiguously relate the anomaly to a symme
lowering and the magnetic properties of our crystal.

In Sec. III we present experiments on the physical b
properties~resistivity r, susceptibilityx, magnetizationM ,
5860 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 5861STRUCTURE AND MAGNETIC ORDER OF EuB6
and specific heat cp) of our single crystal. Two ferromagneti
transitions atTc1515.3 K andTc2512.5 K are observed in
all investigated quantities. The two transitions exhibit p
nounced anisotropy and are sensitive to the application
small magnetic fields.

We discuss our results in Sec. IV. The presence of
magnetic transitions indicates the near degeneracy of
ferromagnetic spin alignments. This degeneracy of two s
states explains most of the magnetic properties of EuB6, like
the soft ferromagnetism, the sample dependences of the m
netic properties, and the comparatively broad features in
specific heat at the magnetic transitions. We attribute an
ditional anomaly in the specific heat at even lower tempe
tures to crystalline electric field excitations.

II. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

The single-crystalline EuB6 was prepared by solution
growth from Al flux as described in Ref. 9, only here bor
thermal reduced EuB6 powder was used instead of the pu
elements~purity of the starting material: Eu, 99.99% i
Eu2O3; B, 99.9%; Al, 99.999%!. After dissolving the Al flux
in NaOH solution a crystal of about 1.5 mg was extract
The crystalline bar of 0.630.332.1 mm and black color
possesses flat, mirrorlike surfaces. X-ray diffraction pro
these surfaces to be parallel to the@100# and@110# directions
of the cubic unit cell.

There are severe symmetry restrictions on the poss
magnetic structures for a given crystalline symmetry, and
particular, the appearance of two ferromagnetic transition
a cubic crystal of symmetrym3m is impossible.23 To deter-
mine accurately the symmetry of our crystal we theref
executed a high-resolution x-ray-diffraction study. This w
done at the X22C beam line of the National Synchrotr
Light Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory using
x-ray wavelength of l51.54983 Å. The sample wa
mounted on the end of a helium displex refrigerator, allo
ing the temperature to be adjusted between 8 and 300
Some mosaicity of the crystal was found in initial expe
ments, indicating that the sample consists of two sma
pieces with a 0.2o mismatch. In order to simplify the diffrac
tion pattern and reduce the signal-to-noise ratio, the be
was centered on one of the two pieces~mosaicity'0.02o in
all experiments presented here!.

Two types of experiments were performed:~i! the tem-
perature dependence of the lattice parametera was measured
in the range of the magnetic transitions, between 8 and 2
and ~ii ! the intensity distribution of the Bragg peaks w
investigated in reciprocal space.

In Fig. 1 we present the result of the first experime
which is the temperature dependence of the lattice param
a. Overall, the value ofa is in good agreement with previ
ously published data.9,19–21,24At the magnetic transitions we
do not see a significant change of the lattice parametea,
thus ruling out massive structural changes accompanying
transitions. From recent pressure experiments, observin
increase of both magnetic transition temperatures, and
ploying Ehrenfest’s relation an increase ofa at the transition
would be expected.16 This change of the lattice constan
however, is too small to be detected in our study. Therm
expansion experiments are planned for the future to inve
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gate more closely the relation betweena and temperatureT.
The primary result of the second experiment is depicted

Fig. 2. We plot the measured x-ray intensity in one quadr
of @h0l # space close to the@300# Bragg peak at 20 K; similar
results have been found at other Bragg peaks. Remarka
the intensity distribution of the Bragg peak is not isotropic
the hl plane. Instead, wings protrude from the side of t

FIG. 1. The lattice parameter of the cubic unit cella of EuB6 as
a function of temperature in the magnetic transition regime, de
mined from the@100# and @200# Bragg peaks.

FIG. 2. Upper panel: the intensity distribution in one quadrant
reciprocal space@h0l # close to the@300# Bragg peak at 20 K, ex-
hibiting the wing extending from the side of the Bragg peak. Low
panel: the temperature dependence of the maximum intensity o
wing at @3.01,0,4.531023#.
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5862 57S. SÜLLOW et al.
Bragg peak. The intensity distribution of the Bragg pea
themselves was well described by an approximat
resolution-limited Lorentzian function, corresponding to
structural correlation length of>4000 Å. The wings at the
Bragg peaks are found in all (hl, hk, and kl) planes. In a
given plane, each Bragg peak has four symmetrically
ranged wings. For instance, in theh0l plane the wings point
along@h0l #, @2h0l #, @h02 l #, and@2h02 l #. Their intensi-
ties, however, differ slightly from wing to wing. The direc
tion of the wings in@hkl# space is not related to a high
symmetry axis of the lattice; the relative direction of t
wing in Fig. 2 is @2302#. Also, this direction in reciproca
space varies from Bragg peak to Bragg peak; the rela
direction of the wing at the@200# peak is@301#. Further, in
the lower panel of Fig. 2 we plot the maximum intensity
the wing at@3.01,0,0.0045# as a function ofT. While increas-
ing the temperature from 10 to 150 K, the intensity sligh
decreases. Finally, no change of the wing shape or inten
is observed while passing through the magnetic transitio

One often cited mechanism causing such wings, ther
diffuse scattering, seems to be excluded by the tempera
dependence of the wing intensity. The energy scale of th
mal diffuse scattering is set by the Debye temperatureQD ,
which is 162 K for the Eu mode in EuB6 ~see the discussion
of specific heat in Sec. III!. If the wings arise from therma
diffuse scattering, we would expect a substantial increas
the wing’s intensity as the temperature increases, since
experiment variesT from QD/10 to QD . In contrast, we
observe a small decrease of the x-ray intensity.

Several other explanations for the wings, like strain at
sample surface, lattice disorder, vacancies, or an incip
structural distortion, could be possible. Unfortunately,
present we cannot determine which of these apply to Eu6.
With respect to our initial goal to determine if a symmetr
lowering distortion appears in EuB6, we are unable to relate
any of these explanations unambiguously to such a dis
tion. A more sophisticated treatment and more extensive
set would be required to obtain this information on the m
crostructure and symmetry of EuB6.

III. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

We now introduce the physical bulk properties of o
crystal. In Fig. 3 we display the resistivityr of EuB6, mea-
sured forI i@100#. Metallicity is indicated by a decreasingr
asT decreases from 300 to 30 K. Below 30 K the resistiv
increases and goes through a maximum, defining the u
magnetic transition. These data resemble those of ea
studies,5,6,9,14,15,24although we observe a lower residual r
sistivity (r1.5 K58.7 mV cm) and a higher residual resistiv
ity ratio (RRR5r300 K/r1.5 K'86), indicating a high-quality
crystal. To illustrate this point further and to put our resu
in perspective we summarize experimentally reported va
for resistivity ratios, residual resistivities, and magnetic
dering temperatures in Table I. A clear correlation exi
between the values of the ordering temperatures and th
sistivity ratio and residual resistivity.

A cusplike anomaly at the upper and a shoulder at
lower transition mark the onset of magnetic order in the
sistivity. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where we plot the low
temperature resistivity of EuB6. Susceptibility measurement
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~see below! prove both transitions to be ferromagnetic. W
determine the magnetic transition temperatures from
maxima indr/dT asTc1515.3 K andTc2512.7 K.

Commonly, for ferromagnetic metals far below the ma
netic transition the resistivity drops withT2 because of
electron-electron and—to a smaller degree—electr
magnon scattering.26 In EuB6 this is not the case. Fitting the
resistivity belowTc1/2 to r5r01ATx yields the unphysical
resultx54.7. Instead, the strongT dependence is better as
sociated with the opening of a magnon gap as discusse
Andersen,27

r5r01a
T

DS 112
T

D De2D/T. ~1!

This expression, which is valid at temperatures sufficien
far belowTc , has been used sucessfully to describe the
sistivity in the magnetically ordered state of certain
compounds.28–32Below 10 K, Eq.~1! can be fit to the resis-
tivity of EuB6 with a magnon gapD54561 K. The result of
the fit is included in Fig. 4 as a solid line.

FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of the electrical resist
of single-crystalline EuB6 between 1.5 and 300 K.

TABLE I. Reported values of resistivity ratiosr/r300 K, re-
sidual resistivities, and ferromagnetic transition temperaturesTc1

andTc2.

r/r300 K r→T50 K
@mV cm#

Tc1 @K# Tc2 @K# Reference

86 8.7 15.3 12.7 @this work#
35 10 14 9 5
60 10 13.7 a 9
42.5 14.5 13.7 a 15
1 150 (TN'5 K! b b 18
56 20 14.5 a 24
40 20 12.5 a 25

aOnly one ferromagnetic transition observed.
bAntiferromagnetic transition, induced by carbon impurities.
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57 5863STRUCTURE AND MAGNETIC ORDER OF EuB6
Further, as depicted in Fig. 5, a large negative magnet
sistance is observed in EuB6 near the ferromagnetic trans
tions. The magnetoresistance of our sample is similar to
reported in earlier studies.5,15

At high temperatures, the susceptibilityx of EuB6 follows
a Curie-Weiss behavior for the three main cubic unit-c
directions ~Fig. 6!. Fitting x above 50 K to Curie-Weiss
functions yields the effective high-temperature mome
meff , 7.9mBi@100#, 8.0mBi@110#, and 8.2mBi@111#, and Cu-
rie temperatures QC , 14 Ki@100#, 15 Ki@110#, and
14 Ki@111#. The values ofmeff are in good agreement wit
the magnetic moment of the Eu21 ion calculated from
Hund’s rule, 7.94mB . The Curie temperatures are in acco
with the observed ferromagnetic ordering at about 15 K.
nally, no indications for~crystalline electric field! anisotropy
among the three cube directions in the paramagnetic p
can be found within the absolute experimental error.33

FIG. 4. The low-temperature resistivity with the magnetic tra
sitions of EuB6 (s). The solid line indicates a fit of the data to E
~1! below 10 K.

FIG. 5. The magnetoresistivity of EuB6 measured forBi I i@100#
at 15 K (s).
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In Figs. 7~a!–7~c! we display the low-temperature susce
tibility along the three cubic directions. The data are c
rected for demagnetization effects. The sudden increase ox,
the kink, and the subsequent saturation mark the upper
romagnetic transition. From the minimum ofdx/dT we find
Tc1515.2 K in 0.005 T. Expanding the saturation region
x below Tc1 for Bi@100# and @111#, as is done in Fig. 8,
reveals for both directions the second magnetic transit
visible as change of slope atTc2'12 K. A similar observa-
tion is made along@110#. Below the second transition th
susceptibility is flat and featureless to the lowest measu
temperatures~2 K! for all three directions.

Distinct magnetic anisotropy, both in absolute values a
in the field dependence ofx, is present in the magneticall
ordered state~Fig. 7!. For B→0 T, the susceptibility along
@111# in the ordered state is about 10 times larger than al
@100# or @110#. This cannot be an artifact from underestima
ing demagnetization effects in our experiments. In the unc
rected data, the susceptibility along@111# is 6 times larger
than along@100# or @110#, implying that demagnetization
corrections only increase the anisotropy between@111# and
@100#/@110#.

The anisotropy is related to the two magnetic transitio
as can be seen from the field dependence ofx for the differ-
ent crystallographic directions. A small magnetic field
0.02 T applied along@100# or @110# hardly affects the uppe
magnetic transition, while it easily suppressesTc1, coincid-
ing in 0.02 T with Tc2, if the field is applied along@111#.
Increasing the field to 0.1 T leads to a suppression of
absolute value ofx in the ordered state along@111#, while
for Bi@100# and@110# only the broadening of the transition
from demagnetization effects is seen~Fig. 7!.

Another way to visualize the anisotropy of the magne
phases in EuB6 is by plotting the magnetizationM along the
different crystallographic directions~Fig. 9!. Again the data
are corrected for demagnetization effects. For all three dir
tions typical ferromagnetic magnetization curves are fou
Further, anisotropy between@100# and @111# can be seen a
all temperatures and fields. The measurements along@110#

- FIG. 6. The inverse magnetic susceptibility of EuB6, measured
in a field B50.1 T directed along the three principal directions
the cubic unit cell: (s)i@100#, (h)i@110#, and (n)i@111#.
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FIG. 7. The low-temperature magnetic susceptibility of EuB6 for fields B along @100# ~a!, @110# ~b!, and@111# ~c! in applied fields of
0.005 T~solid line!, 0.01 T (s), 0.02 T (h), 0.05 T (n), 0.1 T (,), and 0.2 T (L).
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lie in between: AboveTc2 they are closer to the@100# data;
below Tc2 they follow the @111# measurements. We mea
sured the magnetization up to 5.5 T. The magnetic mom
per Eu ion approaches the value predicted from Hund’s
at the highest fields. Hysteresis loops have been meas
for all three directions of the cube in the ferromagnetic sta
They show EuB6 to be a relatively soft ferromagnet com
pared to other localized moment magnets, as hysteresis
the order of the experimental accuracy.

To prove that both magnetic transitions are bulk tran
tions, we performed a specific heat measurement, plotte
Fig. 10 ascp /T vs T. Both magnetic transitions are evide
in cp /T, certifying their bulk character. We remark that
specific heat anomaly is seen atTc1. However, the shape o
the transitions is unusual. Al-like anomaly is found for the
upper transition, whose transition temperatureTc1515.1 K
is determined from the maximum incp . This anomaly is
positioned on top of a large and broad anomaly with a p
teau between 3 and 11 K. This plateau has already been
in earlier experiments, where its considerable sample de
nt
le
red
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of

i-
in
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en
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dence was also noted.9,12 At the lowest temperatures no tem
perature range can be identified in which a magnon con
bution cp}T3/2, expected for simple ferromagnets, appea
We discuss the nature of the specific heat anomalies in
IV.

From the Hall effect5–7,9,15 and de Haas–van Alphe
measurements34 the number of conduction electrons in EuB6
is found to be about 1 electron per 1000 unit cells. Then,
specific heat consists primarily of two contributions: t
4 f -electron contribution from the Eu ions and the lattice sp
cific heat. The latter is determined from a fit ofcp aboveTc1
to the Debye and Einstein expressions for the phonon s
cific heat. We findQD(Eu)5162 K and QE(B)5400 K
~solid line in Fig. 10!. Subtracting the phonon part yields th
4 f specific heat, from which we compute numerically t
entropy of the specific heat anomaly.35 The result of the cal-
culation is inserted in Fig. 10. The entropy of the 4f specific
heat saturates forT.Tc1 at about 3 ln(2), which is the ex
pected value for a mole of Eu21 ions.

The high quality of our crystal with respect to electron
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57 5865STRUCTURE AND MAGNETIC ORDER OF EuB6
conduction is indicated by the large RRR and the low
sidual resistivity. The experiments onx, M , andcp indicate
high crystalline quality with respect to its magnetic behavi
The value ofTc1 is one of the largest reported in the liter
ture. Susceptibility and resistivity show this transition to
an exceptionally sharp feature in temperature. Although o
the specific heat anomaly below the lower transition had p
viously been seen, for our crystal thel anomaly accompa
nying the upper transition is resolved, we believe, for
first time. While in retrospect it appears that most samp

FIG. 8. The magnetic susceptibility in the ferromagnetic reg
below Tc1 of EuB6 for B50.005 T, i@100#(s) and i@111#(h).
The changes of slope in the ordered region indicate the sec
magnetic transition atTc2.

FIG. 9. The magnetizationM of EuB6 at 10, 13, and 20 K for
Bi@100#(s), i@110#(n), andi@111#(h).
-
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reported on in the literature show two magnetic transitio
in none of them are the two transitions as distinctive as
our crystal.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our discussion must address the following points:~1!
What is the magnetic ground state of EuB6? ~2! What is the
origin of the double magnetic transition?~3! What is the
relation between the structural and magnetic properties?
answers to these questions must account for the esse
experimental facts, such as the sample dependences of p
cal properties, the magnetic anisotropy in the ordered st
the small ferromagnetic hysteresis, and the unusual spe
heat anomaly belowTc2.

The large differences in the magnitude and the tempe
ture dependences of the susceptibilities along@100#/@110#
and @111# in the magnetically ordered state, as well as th
different field responses, indicate that the two magnetic tr
sitions are spin reorienations from phase I~betweenTc2 and
Tc1) to phase II~below Tc2). AboveTc1 the system is para
magnetic. These observations are summarized in the m
netic phase diagrams, which have been derived from
measurements ofx in different applied fields~Fig. 11!. Tran-
sition temperatures are determined from the minimum
dx/dT for Tc1 and the change of slope ofx for Tc2. The
zero-field values ofTc1 and Tc2 are taken from resistivity
measurements.

With Bi@100#, the upper magnetic transition atTc1 is
unaffected by increasing magnetic fields. Along@110#, a
slight decrease ofTc1 is observed in fields up to 0.1 T. In
striking contrast, if a field of 0.02 T is applied along th
@111# direction, Tc1 is suppressed belowTc2. Furthermore,
while Tc2 is gradually suppressed if the magnetic field
applied along @100# or @110#, Tc2 remains constant for
Bi@111#.

These observations suggest that in zero magnetic fi

nd

FIG. 10. The specific heat (s) of EuB6, plotted ascp /T vs T,
in zero magnetic field, together with the lattice contribution tocp /T
~solid line!. The inset shows the temperature evolution of the
tropy S.
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@111# is the easy magnetic axis in phase II. This is consist
with x being the largest andM having the steepest slope fo
B oriented along@111#. In phase I, the easy magnetic axis
zero magnetic field is along@100#. Applying a magnetic field
along @100# strengthens the spin direction@100#, stabilizing
Tc1 and suppressingTc2. In contrast, directing a magneti
field along@111# weakens the spin alignment along@100# in
phase I and suppressesTc1, while it stabilizes phase II
Fields oriented along@110# mix both spin alignments and
therefore have an intermediate effect on the transition t
peratures. All in all, the phase diagram assigns phase II t
the magnetic ground state in small fields of any orientati
At higher temperatures phase I and paramagnetism com
This is illustrated in Table II, where we summarize the te
perature and field dependence of the different phases.

Temperature dependences of the easy magnetic dire
in ferromagnets are not common in nature, but well und
stood in the framework of magnetic anisotropy theory. T
anisotropy in a cubic crystal can be described introduc
phenomenologically anisotropy parametersK0, K1, and
K2.36 Spin reorientation is a consequence of the tempera

FIG. 11. The magnetic phase diagrams for the fieldB applied
along @100#, @110#, and @111#. Circles (s) indicate Tc1, below
which the magnetic phase I is found; boxes (h) delimit the mag-
netic phase II belowTc2. Tc1 is determined as minimum ofdx/dT,
Tc2 from the change of slope ofx.

TABLE II. The temperature, field and anisotropy dependence
the magnetic phases in EuB6. In phase I the spins are aligned alon
@100#, in phase II along@111#; P indicates the paramagnetic phas

B @T# T,Tc2 Tc2,T,Tc1 Tc1,T

0 II I P
.0,i@100# II I P
.0.02,i@111# II P P
nt

-
be
.
te.
-

on
r-
e
g

re

dependences ofK0, K1, andK2. Still, it is unusual to find a
temperature-dependent easy magnetic axis in a cubic Eu
tem. Eu21 is ans-state ion with small orbital anisotropy an
crystalline electric field~CEF! splitting.37 The near cubic
structure of EuB6 suggests that it is a system with inheren
small anisotropy.

The anisotropy energies can be calculated from the m
netization:W5*0

MsBdM, Ms5saturation magnetization. A
4.3 K we find that the@111# direction lies about 0.28 J/cm3

lower in energy than the@100# state@K050.43,K1520.32,
andK2524.8, units J/cm3 ~Ref. 36!#. At temperatures close
to Tc1 or Tc2, however, the calculation of the anisotrop
energies becomes ambiguous. Here, the magnetization
not fully saturate up to highest fields, and the phase diag
~Fig. 11! indicates the magnetic anisotropy to be field a
temperature dependent. In zero magnetic field, the phase
gram implies that close to the magnetic transitions the t
spin states are energetically almost degenerated. The en
difference between the two states is of the order ofTc1

2Tc2'223 K. Then, some definitive experimental stat
ments can be made.

~a! The near degeneracy of the two spin states acco
for the small hysteresis in the magnetization loops belowTc1
or Tc2. A sufficiently large magnetic anisotropy is necessa
for the formation of a well-defined magnetic domain sta
Since EuB6 lacks this quality, magnetic domains are eas
destroyed by thermal excitations of spins from one direct
into the other.

~b! The presence of two energetically similar spin sta
sheds some light on the sample dependences. In the s
tural study, we found additional structure at the Bragg pea
possibly indicating strain or lattice disorder in our crystal
EuB6. We assume that other crystals contain a similar str
tural anomaly. In ferromagnets, the crystallographic mic
structure affects the magnetic anisotropy to some degre36

This effect is more critical than usual in EuB6 because the
delicate balance between the two spin states is determine
the difference of their anisotropy energies. A more dis
dered or strained sample will have a wider distribution
local anisotropies and anisotropy energies. This will sm
out the double transition and blur related magnetic prop
ties.

~c! Energy gaps in the magnon density of states
caused by magnetic anisotropy.38,39 Therefore, the magnetic
anisotropy in EuB6 qualitatively accounts for the magno
gap observed in the resistivity.

~d! In group theory it is concluded that no ferromagne
ordering can appear inPm3m symmetry. To accomodate
one ferromagnetic structure, the symmetry of the syst
must be lowered to one of the tetragonal subgroups
Pm3m, and for two ferromagnetic phases the symmet
must be as low as orthorhombic.23 In spite of this, in EuB6
we find two magnetic phases, implying that thetrue symme-
try of the system in the magnetically ordered state is low
than tetragonal.

It is a common occurrence that the experimentally o
served magnetic and crystallographic symmetries of a c
pound are in conflict. It is generally assumed that at
phase transition the crystallographic symmetry is lowered
magnetostrictive distortion, permitting structures that wou

f

.
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not fit the symmetry requirements of the undistorted u
cell. For instance, small distortions are assumed to acc
for the low-temperature antiferromagnetism in GdB6.40 For
antiferroquadrupolar ordered CeB6,41 it is assumed that a dy
namic Jahn-Teller effect lowers the crystallograph
symmetry.42 For both systems the distortions are too smal
be observed directly in structural investigations. A simi
situation could be present in EuB6. However, we note that i
might be useful in future experiments to focus more clos
on the structural anomaly observed in our x-ray study
order to determine if this anomaly affects the overall sy
metry of the compound.

~e! As noted earlier9 the specific heat at the magnetic tra
sitions has a highly unusual temperature dependence.43 As
we will argue, this unusual behavior of the specific he
arises from a combination of contributions of the groun
state multiplet of the Eu ion and magnetic excitations in
magnetically ordered state.

As shown in Fig. 10, the 4f electronic entropy approache
3 ln(2) just aboveTc1. Hence, at these temperatures the f
entropy of the Eu21 ion has been gained and all CEF leve
are fully occupied. In cubic symmetry the8S7/2 ground-state
manifold of the Eu21 is split into two doublets (G6 andG7)
and one quartet (G8). The overall splitting of these levels fo
the Eu21 ion, which is ans-state ion, is typically of the orde
of some hundred mK to several K in a nonmagne
environment.37 We propose that the internal magnetic fiel
in the ferromagnetic state, amounting to several tesla at
Eu site, increase this splitting of the ground-state multiple
about 10 K, the value necessary to produce the obse
specific heat anomaly at 4 K.

Mean-field calculations lend qualitative support to o
picture. Blancoet al.44 calculated the specific heat anoma
of the magnetic transitions for several Gd compounds
mean-field theory. Gd31, like Eu21, is ans-state rare-earth
ion with an 8S7/2 ground-state manifold. They found that fo
a ferromagnetic transition the internal field splits the grou
state multiplet, which causes an anomaly incp at aboutTc/4,
much as we found in EuB6.

Specific heat measurements in magnetic fields enabl
to draw a schematic model for the different contributions
the specific heat of EuB6. The observed splitting of the orde
of 10 K indicates that the internal fields are several tesla.
expect that external fields of comparable magnitude wo
lead to a substantial increase in the splitting. This effec
distinct from the demagnetization effects and modificatio
of the magnetic excitation spectrum, which are expected
smear out the specific heat anomalies atTc1 andTc2.

The effects of large fields oncp are demonstrated in Fig
12. Note that a different crystal was used for these meas
ments. Since this crystal has a smaller RRR, less pronou
anomalies at the magnetic transitions, and nol anomaly at
the upper transition, we conclude that it is of lower qual
than the crystal studied in the bulk of this paper. Still, t
specific heat for this crystal shows the broad maximum
tween 3 and 10 K in zero magnetic field, similar to the res
for the high-quality crystal in Fig. 10. Only some quantit
tive differences between the two data sets at the lo
temperature anomaly can be seen, illustrating the sample
pendence of cp in EuB6. However, for a qualitative
it
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discussion ofcp the measurements on the lower quality cry
tal in Fig. 12 are sufficient.

Applying fields up to 10 T along the@100# direction shifts
the position of the low-T anomaly incp /T from 3 to 8–9 K.
This implies that the overall splitting of the ground-sta
multiplet increases by the same factor and confirms our
timate of the internal fields to be of the order of 5–10 T. T
zero-field anomaly atTc2510 K is completely destroyed in 2
T, as expected from the magnetic nature of this feature.

These measurements give a schematic picture of the
ferent contributions tocp . To start, we note that in 10 T th
magnetic part of the specific heat is smeared out over a b
temperature range, implying that the measured specific
below 20 K arises mostly from the ground-state multip
and lattice contributions. To obtain a value for the order
magnitude of the splitting, we fitted the 10 Tcp data below
10 K, taking into account the lattice specific heat of Eu6
~Sec. III!. For the sake of simplicity, we took two Schottk
functions, a doublet at 20 K and a quartet at 48 K, th
simulating the multiplet splitting by a CEF splitting. Thi
oversimplifies the situation by ignoring the lifting of th
level degeneracy, but it is sufficient within the limits of ou
schematic picture. The result of our calculation is included
Fig. 12 as solid line and is in good agreement with our da
If we now return to the zero-field measurement ofcp for the
high-quality crystal~Fig. 10!, we can apply our estimate o
the splitting to separate the different contributions tocp . We
assume that in zero field the three specific heat anomalies
related to three different and separable effects: the anom
at 15 K to the first magnetic transition, the upturn of t
specific heat at 10 K to the ferromagnetic spin reorientati
and the downturn below 4 K to thedepopulation of multiplet
levels. In zero magnetic field the overall multiplet splittin
must be about 2–3 times smaller than in 10 T. Thus, s
tracting a Schottky contribution for a doublet at 8 K and a
quartet at 20 K from the experimental data in zero field p
vides the temperature evolution of the magnetic part of

FIG. 12. The field dependence of the specific heat of Eu6,
measured for a crystal showing no anomaly atTc1. The applied
fields are 0 T (s), 2 T (h), 5 T ~n!, and 10 T (,). The solid line
results from a calculation described in the text. The lattice con
bution tocp has not been subtracted.
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specific heat,cmag, which is plotted in Fig. 13.
Distinct maxima incmag can be seen for both magnet

transitions. The shapes of the magnetic transitions are m
more in line with the expected appearances ofl anomalies,
though they still look comparatively broad. Qualitatively th
can be linked to the small anisotropy between the@100# and
@111# states, which implies that belowTc1 there is a low-
energy excitation for the spins. Each excitation from t
ground into the excited state (@111#→@100# or vice versa!
disturbs the spin alignment and limits the magnetic coh
ence length in both magnetic phases. This leads to a br
ening of the magnetic transitions in the specific heat.

In conclusion, the picture that emerges regarding the m
netic properties of EuB6 from these experiments can be sum
marized as follows: The two magnetic transitions in Eu6
are two ferromagnetic phases with different easy magn
axes. In zero magnetic field aboveTc1 the compound is para
magnetic; betweenTc1 and Tc2 the spins are aligned alon
the @100# direction, belowTc2 along @111#. The magnetic
phase diagram implies that the two states are nearly de
erate in their anisotropy energy. This explains the lack
hysteresis in the ferromagnetic state. We present evide
for a splitting of the Eu ground-state multiplet, driven b

FIG. 13. The separable contributions to the zero-field spec
heat of EuB6, plotted ascp /T vs T. The solid line denotes the tota
measuredcp /T, the dashed line the Schottky contribution of a do
blet at 8 K and a quartet at 20 K. The magnetic specific heatcmag

(s) has been calculated as the difference between the total spe
heat and the Schottky part.
ch

s

e
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internal magnetic fields. We can qualitatively explain the u
usual temperature and field dependence of the specific h
as well as the sample dependences of the physical prope
and the ferromagnetic transitions in~nominally! cubic EuB6.

Finally, we comment on one feature of the magnetism
EuB6. In our picture the small difference in anisotropy en
ergy between the@100# and @111# directions in the magneti-
cally ordered state suppresses the magnetic domain for
tion and limits the coherence length of the ordered st
through thermally excited spin flips. Though we lac
neutron-diffraction data to directly determine the magne
coherence length, there is a way to roughly estimate the
tual coherence lengthj in the magnetically ordered state. I
is reasonable to assume a typical domain size for a ferrom
net of the order of 1mm as an upper limit forj. Further, a
lower limit for j can be estimated from the specific hea
Though both magnetic transitions appear broader than arc
typical mean-field transitions@see, for instance, EuS~Ref.
45!#, they are certainly not short-range-order transitions. T
would imply a lower limit for j of the order of 103 Å. In
other words, the value ofj will be a fraction of 1mm.

With this, EuB6 takes an interesting position with respe
to its electronic properties. In typical rare-earth magnets
electronic mean free path is much smaller than the magn
coherence length. This is not true anymore for EuB6; from
the resistivity and measurements of the electron density~see
Fisk et al.9! the low-temperature electronic mean free pathl
can be estimated to be of the order of 10 000 Å, thus o
similar order of magnitude asj. In the future it might be
interesting to address this feature in more detail, in particu
with respect to the unique transport properties of EuB6.
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